PARTS WASHER

AEROGREEN Parts Washer Degreaser 4160
AEROGREEN 4160 Parts Washer Concentrated Degreaser for use in
Immersion Degreasers: Ultrasonic Degreaser, Spray Cabinet Washer, Adjuli�
Parts Washer, Glove Box Washers and Hot & Cold Standard parts washers.
Cleans virtually all metals including steels, aluminum & �tanium to clean parts
prior to pain�ng. For large parts and batch cleaning.
SPRAY CABINET WASHERS: Spray cabinet washers are designed to clean large parts that are placed directly
on a retractable turntable or batches of small parts loaded in baskets. This heavy-duty industrial parts
washer combines pressure, heat and AEROGREEN 4160 to clean and degrease parts to spec within minutes.
IMMERSION-ADJULIFT DEGREASERS: There are three types of immersion systems: Cavita�on (Adjuli�),
ultrasonic cleaning Adjuli�, Solu�on turbula�on, providing:
Complete immersion, recessed areas in contact with solu�on.
High frequency sound waves produce an intense microscopic scrubbing ac�on at the surface of the
substrate.
The energy released (produced by millions of microscopic bubbles imploding in the cleaning solu�on)
heightens Chemical ac�vity and strips away contaminants from the surface of the substrate.c
High velocity agita�on of solu�on around and through the parts.
Up/down mo�on swirls solu�on over surfaces dispersing contaminants.
STANDARD PARTS WASHERS: There are many types of standard aqueous parts
washers designed to use AEROGREEN 4160 (aqueous degreasers) to replace the
need and use of Stoddard solvent parts washers in maintenance shops, garages,
and tool shops. Designed, speciﬁcally for aqueous cleaners such as AEROGREEN
and engineered, and developed to be low maintenance and cost eﬀec�ve, for
years of trouble free part cleaning service.
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PARTS WASHER
DIRECTIONS FOR USE FOR HEATED IMMERSION
TANKS:
Follow equipment manufacturer’s speciﬁed procedures.
1. Dilute AEROGREEN 4160 as follows:
Light Soils 3-6 % Aero-Green
Medium Soils 6-10% AEROGREEN
Heavy Soils 10-15% AEROGREEN
2. Set temperature 140 to 190 F.
3. Set Timer for Cleaning cycle:
Light oils and greases
5-10 Min
Medium oils and greases 10-20 Min
Heavy oils and greases
20-45 Min
4. For intricate parts, add an addi�onal 10 minutes minimum
to the cleaning cycle.
5. The oil skimmer should be set to come on a�er the machine
has cooled down.
6. A daily pH reading is recorded to determine the life of the
bath. A pH of 8.5 or below is considered spent.
7. If the equipment does not have a propor�oner a�ached
then automa�cally adjust the solu�on close to the original
pH.
8. As new water is added as makeup, addi�onal degreaser, 1
gallon at a �me, to make up for solu�on loss due to drag out
and evapora�on. Rinsing is required for all parts cleaned in
dip tanks, Immersion tanks and ultrasonic systems.
9. Dry parts with forced air, or hand wipe dry.
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DIRECTIONS AND DILUTIONS FOR USE IN COLD
IMERSION TANKS AND COLD PARTS WASHERS
AND MOST INDUSTRIAL PARTS CLEANING
APPLICATIONS
AEROGREEN 4160 is diluted with water for use in parts
cleaners as shown below, and is then used in parts
cleaners in the same manner and procedures as solvents.
These procedures are speciﬁed by the equipment
manufacturers. Heat is not required. The oil-spli�ng
proper�es of AEROGREEN 4160 provides for a much
extended bath life compared to solvents.

SOIL (TYPE) WATER: CLEANER
Light………………………………………4:1
Medium………………………………….3:1
Heavy…………………………………….2:1

SAFETY/CAUTION: Rubber gloves are recommended

to prevent drying of the skin. Goggles are recommended
to protect eyes if splashing is expected. When heated
above 125 F, mechanical or local ven�la�on is required.
When using product in steam cleaning and/or pressure
washing applica�ons wear a rain suit and boots to keep
clothes dry. Harmful if swallowed. Avoid ge�ng into
eyes. If contact occurs, ﬂush with running water. If
irrita�on persists, get medical a�en�on. May cause
dryness of skin with prolonged use, wash hands with cold
water and apply a hand lo�on.

SW PART NUMBER: AEROGREEN 4160
MFG# - 105660
5 GALLON - 005922950
55 GALLON - 005922976
330 GALLON –005922984
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